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Livestream studio hardware

The studio includes hardware encoding and hardware decoding that takes video processing to a dedicated GPU, greatly reducing your CPU usage while running studio. These features are only available on computers with Intel processors including Quick Sync videos (which are listed here) or Nvidia GForce cards that include NVNEC and NVDEC. We have instructions to determine whether your computer
has an Intel Quick Sync processor or an NVII card that supports NWNEC and NVDECK. HD31, HD51 4K, and HD550 4K are the only Livestream built-in units that have the necessary hardware that contains these features. They have also been included in many laptops. Computers that do not have the appropriate hardware installed will not display these features in the studio. To enable hardware encoding
in LiveStream Studio, click the Settings icon in the upper right corner of the interface. Navigate to the streaming menu. At the top of the menu, check the hardware encoding. Then click Save. As an example, here's a Windows 10 processor being used on the computer. Cpu usage stops when hardware encoding is turned off- streaming the same bitrate at an average of 2128kbps with 2 media cans and 1
animated graphics overlay- is approximately 100%. Due to lack of resources, the section got out on time after about 1 minute. In comparison, CPU usage with the same workflow while hardware encoding is turned on was cut in half, down to 48%. To enable hardware decoding, navigate to the Advanced menu in Settings. Make sure that the enabled hardware decoding is checked. This will reduce the CPU
resources needed to bring your camera sources. Enabling hardware encoding will also give vimeo the ability to stream using high-efficiency video coding (HEVC). This means you can send a high quality video at half the bitrate (or the same quality at half a bitrate), which you would otherwise have. Below are the recommended hardware specifications for running Livestream Studio, including example
workflows that each system type can handle. Please note that many of these scenarios involve using LiveStream Studio's hardware encoding feature. This is when encoding is done either by a supported graphics card or in a processor that has integrated graphics. Hardware component recommended minimum desktop (with hardware encoding) processor integrated graphics quad core Intel® i5 (6th
generation) or i7 (4th generation) processor or better graphics Quick Sync-enabled CPU or Processor with NVIA Enven option of a supported workflow camera sources-enabled GPU memory 8GB or better storage 128GB SSD + 512GB HDD or better motherboard Intel compatible motherboard example : Multiple HD inputs and output streaming : 1080p multi-bitrate streaming profile graphics: Intermediate
graphics templates and layering hardware components with picture-in-picture, Chroma keys and images recommended specifications (no Encoding) processor 6 (hexa) core Intel® i7 5th generation extreme version or better graphics NVIDIAForce GE 600 series or with better memory Or better storage 2TB SSD motherboard Intel compatible motherboard Example of a supported workflow sources: Multiple
HD inputs/output streaming: 720p multi-bitrate streaming or single-bitrate 1080p streaming graphics: intermediate graphics templates and picture-in-picture, layering with Chroma key, And image overlay hardware component recommended desktop specification processor 6 (hexa) core Intel i7 6th Generation Extreme Edition or improved graphics envesi enabled Nvidia GPU (e.g. Nvidia Geforce GT 730)
Memory 32-64GB DDR 4 Memory Storage 2TB SSD Motherboard Intel Compatible Motherboard Example of a Supported Workflow Sources: Multiple 4K/HD Inputs and Output Streaming: 4K/1080p Multi-bitrate streaming graphics: Layering with advanced graphics templates and picture-in-picture, Chroma key, and animated graphic overlay hardware component minimal laptop specification (with hardware
encoding) integrated graphics 4 (quad) core Intel i5 - 6th generation or better memory 8GB or better graphics Quick Sync enabled CPU or Nvidia Envensi enabled GPU storage with a better example of 500GB HDD (SSD preferred) or supported workflow sources Processor: USB webcam, USB 3.0 capture device and remote camera on LAN/Watlan streaming: 720p Multi-bitrate streaming graphics: Simple
graphics templates with picture-in-picture and static overlays (no Chroma key, No animated graphics) Hardware Component Advanced Laptop Specifications (with Hardware Encoding) Integrated Graphics 4 (Quad) Core Intel i7- 6th Generation or Improved Graphics Quick Sync Enabled CPU or Nvidia Enveek Enabled GPU Memory ProcessorDR4 memory with 16 GB D or better storage 500 GB SSD or
better example of supported workflow sources: USB webcams and USB 3.0 capture device streaming: up to 1080p multi-bitrate streaming profiles. Graphics: Intermediate graphics templates and layering W/PIP, Chroma keys and image overlays. LiveStream Studio is not compatible with Windows 32-bit systems. MacOS must be High Sierra or later to run Studio. If you want to use a USB 3.0 capture device
for any video input or output, we recommend that your motherboard have an Intel X99 chipset, as X79 chipsets do not support these USB 3.0 devices. See BlackMagic's notification about USB 3.0 device support. Use studio on your laptop! Studios require significantly less processing power for computers with NVIDIA graphics cards that support NVNEC, and/or QuickSync-enabled Intel processors. Studio
now offers stinger transitions that let you switch from one video source to another with small, clever animations. Switch video sources with the color of your choice gradually fading, then fading back to a new video source. These are your standard infections, including fades, edge wipes, box wipes, arrow wipes and more. LiveStream Studio Live Production Switcher for NextComputing Turnkey End-to-End
Live Video Streaming combines specially designed hardware platforms with. The result is the highest Powerful, all-in-one solution for professional quality live video production. Add input multiple feeds, graphics, master audio, and stream in a robust, easy-to-use package. To support your goals in supporting your immediate transition from meeting to a legacy video conference format or last person event or
live video usage, we maintain stock on all Livestream Studio devices and offer remote access setup support with our Quick Start assistance so you can turn on your workflow usage cases immediately. : Virtual events (replacement for face-to-face conferences and exhibitions) virtual sales meetings (including visual live performances of products) Corporate communication remote training marketing increase
revenue with live video, pay per view, and integration of advertising to engage fans anywhere and allow them to upload their content internally through Facebook Live, YouTube, and more remote training agency communications and easier access to public virtual press conferences. Give online rallies public hearings and events online film festivals live streaming concert panel discussions live video to
expand customer base with live video (where physical attendance decreases) live stream weekly sermons on-demand sessions and services panel discussion research seminars online fundraisers graduation and celebrations online learning and lectures Sporting events play and singing NextComing's livestream studio products are closely integrated with Vimeo and Its ongoing development as a single go-
to-video tool for businesses of any size. Every business must be using video for internal and external communication, marketing, training and more. While companies are now scrambling to build these digital channels, tools like Vimeo and Livestream Studio systems make this infrastructure easier for businesses of all sizes, giving you instant access to create, collaborate, and communicate videos. Video
access to business is something that will be a key factor for success, even in a post-epidemic world. Help NextComputing now create your video success story. It's easy to set up wherever your event can be. Arrive at a full multi-camera production site ready for this rackmount system is the perfect combination of powerful, simple and economical most powerful hardware and software in a turnkey, 3U rack-
mountable live production switcher is an easy-to-use, reliable, compact (only 11 inch wide) switcher and powerful processing power with palm-shaped switcher and encoder with the most essential video switching for a portable solution. Graphics controls strategies and stories to help you succeed with live video. Livestream studio and endpoint devices such as Livestream Studio HD550, HD50-4K, HD51,
HD51-4K and Studio One are presented by Vimeo using professional live To be made easier. This guide is intended to help organizations from every industry Immersive, meaningful connections with your audience, no matter who they are (or where). From large-scale conference keynotes, to intimate fireside chats, businesses of all sizes are diving into – and benefits – a live video strategy. In a Barron's
roundtable interview, AIC CEO Joey Levin relates that every entity and business needs video to tell a story and it's running the development of Vimeo and its platform tools. As a partner at Vimeo, NextComputing's Vimeo Livestream Studio professional end point tools make professional live video streaming easier. The line of nextcomputing of LiveStream Studio devices for live video streaming and ISO
recording, and Vimeo's newly announced Vimio Make Tool, make professional live video streaming a viable solution for any business. Read more and live video is actually the best choice, next to face-to-face conversations, to ensure that your people feel they are 'in the know' in an increasingly digital world. To put together an integrated zoom conference and live video, consider NextComputing's Vimeo
Livestream Studio professional end point tools that make professional live video easier. Combined with Vimeo's streaming platforms and gateways for other platforms including Facebook Live, Twitch and YouTube, you now have an all-in-one solution to keep everyone connected. In addition to integrating graphics and other computer data into your live video stream Click here to learn how to stream zoom
meetings using LiveStream Studio tools, LiveStream Studio lets you use the Remote Guest feature to stream additional presenters or expert panel members to maximize the effectiveness of your virtual event. Click here to learn more about how to simplify nextcomiting and livestream online meetings and live videos. Click here to use how to use live guest feature 25 SDI and HDMI connections are
supported up to 10 remote video/audio sources from local WiFi or Ethernet network, downlinking web stream via WebRTC and remote interview. Control any PTZ camera on NDI or Visca protocol. Camera graphics, media, transitions and everything you need from a world-class production switcher stream directly to your favorite platform or to multiple platforms with Livestream/Vimeo cloud simulcasting set
up for 5 camera preset posts per (payment requires Vimeo subscription). Create 5 NDI output custom multi-channel layouts up to 25 NDI input and send multiple monitor stingers, dip to color, SMPTE control studio from any location on the local area network (LAN) or Internet connection. Many users can control a studio system, with each unique control/roles (i.e. switches, graphics, media playback, etc.).
Multiple studio systems can be controlled from one device. (See list of supported operating systems and browsers) up to 4 different sources simultaneously MJPEG with improvable audio or 1 MP4 recording with AAC audio compression. Interlocking and timecode support. full compatibility compatibility BlackMagic Design Media Express and Adobe Premiere. 2 Media Players - Object/Load Clip. Play
pause/stop. Audio/video scrubber. Timecode indicator. Look for a timecode. Mark in/mark out. Ring. Auto-play on transition multi-channel audio mixer for internal and external audio sources, output, stream and headphones. Video switcher follow the feature with audio crossfed support when two video sources are fading. Individual audio channel filters including Limiter, Compressor, Equalizer and Noise
Gate Remote Guests can join your stream using only one URL in Chrome, supports a group of multiple audio channels. Eliminate 4K multi-bitrate streaming with LiveStream and YouTube. Create virtual cameras from any one camera input. Ideal for 4K input when streaming in 1080p or 720p. Easy camera moves, cuts, and presets supported. Connect one or multiple Mevo live streaming cameras and
control them completely from the studio. Use your existing Vimeo account, and enable cloud simulation with Vimeo Premium. With Vimeo Livestream Studio Streaming, tool users can subscribe directly with Vimeo to use the all-in-one livestreaming solution subscription platform to streaming live or post ISO recordings. Adjust your camera's color settings to get the best quality, and unify the look for multi-
camera productions, by dialing in RGB, brightness, saturation, contrast, and more. Simplified user experience mode designed for beginners or users who want cleaner interface Studio One product: Intel QuickSync for Stream Encoding and ISO Recording Studio HD550 and HD51 products: Nvidia NNEC for stream encoding and ISO recording support for Nvidia NVIDIAC for decoding of video input streams
on multiple Ethernets, Wi-Fi or 4G/LTE network connection also allows you to create network redundancy while increasing your bandwidth. Send the studio directly from the third-party encoder via RTMP and bring that stream as a source. Add table lights directly to your media player bin in your studio cameras using Metasitz Tally Lite controllers with native support for LiveStream Studio import video files.
Save and receive more Studio Project files from Dropbox. Dropbox.
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